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The Cover Company
The Ultimate in Safety, Strength, and Peace of Mind

C-1 C-2

31
years

contact@coverlon.comcontact@coverlon.com

The safety of your 

loved ones is at the

forefront of every

cover design and

material selection.

Double webbed,

triple stitched and

Tenara® reinforced,

means the ultimate

worry-free cover.

No pool debris or 

standing water

means opening

your pool has 

never been easier.

Safe Strong EasyThe Cover Company has been manufacturing the highest quality covers available 
for 31 years. We are a family run business that prides itself on quality manufacturing, prod-
ucts, and exceptional customer service. 

We carry an extensive line of Thermal Spa Covers and Custom Outdoor Covers, but 
our line of Safety Covers are in a class by themselves. Simply put, they are the best 
Safety Covers made and we’re sure you will agree. What makes a COVERLON Safety 
Cover so much better? Heavy duty brass anchors, stainless steel springs, brass caps, 
custom fabricated polypropylene fabrics, double webbing (full front and back), triple
stitched with high strength thread and both Box and X-Stitches at all joints. This all adds 
up to the finest cover available. Our safety covers are manufactured to exceed the 
American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) swimming pool safety cover standards.
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The Coverlon Difference
All Covers Are Not Created Equal

Brass Components

Corrosion and rust proof brass components are used throughout 

the cover. Threaded anchors conveniently recess flush with the pool 

deck when not in use. While others are using cheap aluminum 

caps to prevent fraying, we only use brass caps (painted black) to 

finish off each strap.

Heavy Duty Springs

Our unique spring design is angled down at both the front and 

the back which prevents gaps between the cover and the pool 

deck, keeping wind and debris out. We finished off the spring 

with our signature E-Z Adjust locking device, which allows you

to tighten the strap without a buckle - saving time and hassle. 

Triple Stitching

Great cover components are nothing without quality stitching. The 

dashed lines on the strapping (green, tan or blue) are decorative. 

The real strength is the black bonded thread, triple stitched into 

our cover. The applied finish to a bonded thread has excellent 

abrasion resistance improving durability, strength, and life span. 

Box and X-Stitch

Critical intersections receive both a Box and X-Stitch using 

UV resistant GORE® TENARA® thread, which remains flexible 

and strong during extreme hot or cold, will not absorb water, 

resists acid rain, salt water, and freezing.

Webbing

Double webbing sets our covers apart from the rest. Instead of 

the webbing stopping 18 inches from the cover’s edge we sew the 

webbing across the entire cover. A layer of webbing is triple stitched 

on both sides making the cover super strong and safe. The webbing 

is specially fabricated with a tensile strength of approximately 4,000 

pounds per square inch. 

C-3 C-4

= protective wear bars 
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Patterns and colors are only approximate and will vary from dye lot to dye lot Patterns and colors are only approximate and will vary from dye lot to dye lotC-5 C-6
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Classic Coverlon Mesh

Fabricated from a high-tech blend of lightweight, supple polypropylene 

that remains pliable and smooth year after year. The unique fabric is 

impervious to chlorine, mildew resistant, and has an extremely high 

tensile strength.

Super Coverlon Mesh

The best mesh fabric available equals the ultimate pool cover. 

The tighter weave minimizes the sunlight that passes through 

the cover, therefore reducing spring time algae growth.             

US Pat. #6,886,187

Commercial Coverlon Mesh

This material’s durability and safety features make it well suited for 

swim clubs, community pools and hotels. Commercial grade mesh 

fabric is recommended for commercial pools, but is also available 

for residential applications.

Super Coverlon Solid

This coated material is significantly stronger, has reduced weight and 
a tightly woven polyester rip stop core. The core limits the ripping and 
fraying if the material is punctured. Other covers available are made 
from laminated materials and do not offer these same advantages. 
An automatic pump or drain panel is required with this type of cover 
to prevent water accumulation on the surface.
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Patterns and colors are only approximate and will vary from dye lot to dye lotC-7 Patterns and colors are only approximate and will vary from dye lot to dye lot

Specialty Covers
Unique Covers For Unique Spaces

Patterns and colors are only approximate and will vary from dye lot to dye lotC-7 Patterns and colors are only approximate and will vary from dye lot to dye lot

Specialty Treatments

From simple to complex, our computer aided design and advanced manufacturing 

techniques assure you of a properly designed cover that fits perfectly every time. 

Custom designs that include free-form shapes, steps, rock features, fountains, 

waterfalls, bridges and raised walls can all be produced with ease. 

Thermal Hot Tub Covers

+ Tapered foam design sheds water

+ Double stitched on critical seams

+ Hand wrapped in polyethylene moisture barrier

+ Two inch galvanized steel ‘C’ channel for strength

+ Heavy weight marine grade vinyl, available in eight colors

+ Cover meets and exceeds all ASTM safety standards

+ Adjustable tie downs with locking buckles for safety
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Bourbon Storm Grey Blueberry

Green Port

Rusty Nail

Walnut Oyster

Automatic Pool Covers

Our Super Coverlon Solid can be used for automatic pool 

cover replacements. If your existing cover is brittle, has 

deteriorated stitching, or showing signs of wear it may be 

time for a replacement. Regardless of age and type we can 

make a replacement Automatic Cover for your pool.

Custom Covers

You took time to create a backyard paradise, why let the outdoor elements deteriorate 

your investments? Protect your outdoor features with a custom cover that will keep your 

items looking newer, longer. Our covers are manufactured using durable Super Coverlon

Solid, which allows you to color coordinate with the rest of your outdoor living space.

BEFORE AFTER
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